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Abstract 
Okunev, O.G., On Lindelof Z-spaces of continuous functions in the pointwise topology, Topology 
and its Applications 49 (1993) 149-166. 
Some necessary and some sufficient conditions for C,,(X) and C,(X, I) being Lindeliif Z-spaces 
are obtained. We also get some results on the descriptive complexity of C,(X). 
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In [2] an assertion revealing a connection between the properties of compactness 
type of a sufficiently large set of continuous functions on a compact space X and 
that of the whole C,(X) (see Theorem 0.2 below) was proved. The aim of this paper 
is to get some analogues of this result for a-compact and Lindelof E-spaces X. 
In the assertion mentioned above a set of continuous functions on a space X is 
“sufficiently large” if it separates points of X. If X is compact, any such set defines 
completely the topology of X: this is not the case when X is not compact. Therefore, 
it seems relevant to think of a set of continuous functions as of “sufficiently large” 
in general case if it generates the topology of X, i.e., if the topology of X is the 
weakest making all functions in this set continuous (note that a set of continuous 
functions on a compact space X generates the topology of X iff it separates points 
of X). 
Suppose A is a set of continuous functions on a space X generating the topology 
of X. One can easily deduce from the definition of the topology of pointwise 
convergence that there is a homeomorphic imbedding of X in C,(A). Conversely, 
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if X is a subspace of C,,(Y) for some space Y, then there is a subset of C,(X) 
which generates the topology of X and is a continuous image of Y (see [4]). In 
our formulations below we assume that X is a subspace of C,(Y) for some space 
Y; clearly, this can be replaced by the condition that there is a generating set of 
continuous functions on X which is (with the topology of pointwise convergence) 
a continuous image of Y. 
Thus, we search for the connections between properties of a space Y and C,(X) 
for o-compact and Lindelijf Zsubspaces X of C,(Y). Sections 1 and 2 are devoted 
to the results of this type. In Section 3 we investigate a somewhat unexpected 
“backfire effect” which consists in the fact that the Lindeliif Z-property of C,,(X) 
implies the “almost Lindeliif property” of X. The last section deals with some 
properties of Gul’ko compact spaces. 
Some results of this paper were announced in [17]. 
Preliminaries 
All spaces considered below are assumed to be Tychonoff (=completely regular 
Hausdorff). For a space X denote 
C,(X) = {f~ Rx:fis continuous}, 
C,“(X) ={f~ C,(X):fis bounded}, 
C,(X, 0 = {fg C,(X):f(X) c 0, 
where I = [ -1, 1] is the segment of R; these sets of continuous functions are endowed 
with the topology of pointwise convergence, which is the topology induced by the 
product topology of RX. A standard base for this topology is constituted by the sets 
of the form: 
O(I-; x1 3.. ., &)=1&T: Ig(xi)-f(xt)l<lln, i=L.. ., nl, 
where x1,..., x, are points of X (not necessarily all distinct), n E N. 
A compact-valued mapping p : X + Y is called upper semicontinuous if for every 
open subset U of Y the set {x E X: p(x) c U} is open. In this definition we do not 
require that images of all points of X are nonempty. Thus, all closed subspaces of 
a space X are images of X under compact-valued upper semicontinuous mappings. 
For arbitrary space X denote E(X) the class of all spaces which are images of 
X under compact-valued upper semicontinuous mappings. If B is a class of spaces, 
denote E(P) = U (2 (X): X E P}. Since the composition of compact-valued upper 
semicontinuous mappings is compact valued upper semicontinuous, we have 
E(Z(P)) = E(P). 
A central notion in this paper is the one of Lindelijf E-space [15] (in different 
terminology, a K-countably determined space [ 191). We use the following charac- 
terization of Lindelof Z-spaces (see [19]). 
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Theorem 0.1. X is a LindelGfZspace iflX E 2 (A) f or some separable zero-dimensional 
metrizable space A. 
Thus, the class of Lindeliif z-spaces is the minimal class which contains all second 
countable spaces and all compact spaces and is closed with respect to finite products, 
closed subspaces and continuous images. Furthermore, we can distinguish Lindeliif 
z-spaces in accordance with the properties of subspaces A of the space of irrationals 
P= NN. Clearly, if A is compact, then E(A) is the class of all compact spaces and 
if A is noncompact a-compact, then E(X) is the class of all o-compact spaces. We 
use standard definition of projective pointclasses 1 L : 2: is the class of all analytic 
subsets of P and for all n 2 1, Ii+, is the class of all subsets of P which are 
continuous images of the sets of the form P\A, where A E 1:. We denote K.Ei the 
class E(xX). In particular, X2:-spaces are exactly K-analytic spaces (see [19]). 
Call a class 6P of spaces Sk-directed if the following conditions hold: 
(a) P contains the class 7C of all compact spaces; 
(b) if X E 9 and YE P, then X x YE P’; 
(c) if X E B and there is a continuous mapping of X onto Y, then YE ??; 
(d) if X E P and Y is a closed subspace of X, then YE 9’. 
In different words, the class 9 is Sk-directed if P is nonempty, finitely productive 
and E(P) = P’. 
Recall that a class 6P of spaces is called k-directed if only conditions (a)-(c) 
above hold. This notion was introduced in [2]. 
For any class of spaces P define P’, as the class of all spaces which are countable 
unions of spaces belonging to Pi’ and Pc,S as the class of all spaces which are 
countable intersections of spaces (realized as subspaces of an appropriate embracing 
space) belonging to 9,. Clearly, for any class P’, 6P c 9, c PUS, and if P is sk- 
directed, then the class PC, (but, generally, not PUS) is Sk-directed. A standard 
argument shows that if the class 9 is Sk-directed and countably multiplicative and 
countably additive, then SPcr8 = P. 
The starting point for the results of this paper is a theorem in [2] which can be 
reformulated in the following way. 
Theorem 0.2. Let 9 be a k-directed class of spaces, YE g’, and let X be a compact 
subspace of C,( Y). Then C,,(X)E pWa. 
Denote by Q the set of all finite sequences of naturals. For any p E P = N N and 
n E N denote by p 1 n the sequence of the first n coordinates of p. Let A and B be 
nonempty subsets of P; we will say that a space X is of type (A, B) (or an 
(A, B)-space) if there is a space Z 1 X and a family {F( U, u): u E Q, u E Q} of 
compact (not necessarily nonempty) compact subsets of Z such that 
X= n U U fl F(PIn,~ik). 
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Clearly, if A and B are noncompact countable sets, then the spaces of type (A, B) 
are exactly &,-spaces. 
Lemma 0.3. IfX is of fype (A, B), then there are subsets S of 2N and B of B x 2N 
such thatXEE(2N\S), SEE(BX~~\L) and LEE(AxBxN). In particular, Xis 
a LindeGf Z-space. 
Proof. Let {F( U, u): u E Q, ZJ E Q} be the family of compact subsets of a space 2 
required in the definition of (A, B)-spaces. Identify the set of all subsets of Q x Q 
with the Cantor cube 2o”o and consider the set 
Define a multivalued mapping p : M + 2 by putting 
p(C) = n vb, 4: b, 4 E cl 
for all C E M. Clearly, p is compact valued. Let us check upper semicontinuity of 
p with respect to the topology of M induced by the product topology of 2’“‘. 
Suppose that U is an open subset of 2, C, E M and p( C,,) c U. Then there is a 
finite set {(u, , v,), . . . , (u,, u,)} c CO such that n { F( ui, vi): 1s is m} c U. Then 
the set 
V={CE2Q”Q: ( ui, vi) E C for all i = 1, . . . , m) 
is a neighbourhood of CO and p(C) c U for all C E V. Thus, upper semicontinuity 
of p is proved. 
Now let us check that p(M) = X. Suppose that C E M and x E p( C). Then, by 
definition of M and p, for any /3 E B there are n E N and CY E A such that x E 
n kt N F(P 14 a 1 k). Hence, 
XE n u u n F(Pbd+X. 
OtB ntN atA ksN 
Conversely, if x E X, put C = {(u, v) E Q x Q: x E F( u, u)}. Then C E M and x E 
p(C). Thus, X=p(M), and XEZ(M). 
Put S = 2Q”Q\M. Then 
S= u n n U (02~“~: (Pln,alk)@C}. 
PEB nsN asA krN 
Clearly, S is an image under the projection to 2QXQ of the set 
T= n f-j u {(P,C)EB~~~~~: (Pln,alk)EC}, 
ntN atA ktN 
hence SEE(T). Now, the set L=(Bx~~“~)\T, 
L= U U f-l {(P, C): (Pin, alk)g Cl 
ntN ortA ktN 
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is in the same manner a continuous image of the set 
E= n {(n,cu,p,C)E7NXAXBX2QxQ:(P~n,cy~k)~C}, 
krN 
The set E is closed in N x A x B x 2Q”Q. Indeed, E = n {Ek : k E N}, where Ek = 
{(n, a, P, C): (PI n, ajk)E C}. If (n,, CU~,/~~,C~) is a point of NxAxBx~~“~ 
which is not in E,, then the set 
{(n, a, P, C): n = no, Pin = Poln, alk = aolk, (Poln, (Yolk) E Cl 
is a neighbourhood of (no, q, PO, Co) disjoint with Ek. Hence, Ek is closed in 
NxAxBx2Q”Q and so is E. Thus, EEI~:(NxAxB) and LE_Z(NXAXB). 0 
Corollary 0.4. Let X be a space of type (A, B), where A E 2: and B E .‘Z’b, . Then 
XEK~;:, wherek=m+2 ifm>nandk=n+l ifm<n. 
This estimate of the “projective complexity” of spaces of type (A, B) can be 
improved in case when one of the sets A, B is countable. 
Lemma OS. Assume that A E .S L and B is countable. 7’hen every space of type (A, B) 
is in KZ 1,. 
This follows from the invariance of Ef, with respect to countable unions and 
countable intersections (see 1191). 
Lemma 0.6. Assume that A is countable and B E Z!, . 7Ien every space of type (A, B) 
is in KZk,., . 
To prove this it suffices to note that if A is countable, then the set T in the proof 
of Lemma 0.3 is Borelian in 61 x 2 QxQ, hence T E -?;- f, . 
1. Spaces of bounded continuous functions 
For any space X denote X (‘I the set of all nonisolated points of X. 
Theorem 1.1. Let 9 be an Sk-directed class of spaces, Y f !9 and X c C,( Y). Suppose 
that X(I) E _Z( B) for some subset B of P. 7’hen 
C:(X)= I7 fl U Win; m), mtN /3tB ncN 
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where F( u; m) are subsets of RX and F( u; m) E 9 for all u E Q and m E N. Moreover, 
we may assume that the closures of the sets F(u; m) in RX are compact for all 
u E Q, m E N. 
Proof. Let p : B + X be a compact-valued upper semicontinuous mapping such that 
p(B) = X. Denote for each u E Q, Z(u) the length of the sequence u and p(u) = 
IJ {p(p): /31/(u) = u}. Put for all u E Q and m E N 
F(~;m)={y,fR~:~(X)c[-n,n]andthereexistsapoint(y,,...,y,)~ 
Y” such that [q(f)-rp(g)lsl/m whenever fE 
p(u),g~X and ]f(yi)-g(yi)l<l/n for all icn}, 
where n = I(u), 
Claim 1. C,b(X)c nmtN f-LB UnaN Wb; ml. 
Fix arbitrary j3 E B and m E N and suppose 40 E C;(X). Since cp is bounded, there 
is an n, E N such that q(X) = [-or, n,]. Fix for each f Ep(f.3) a neighbourhood U, 
off in C,(Y) suchthat Iq(h)-cp(g)j<l/(2m) whenever h,gE UfnX.Areasoning 
similar to the proof of the Lebesgue covering theorem (see [ 11,4.3.31]; recall that 
p(p) is compact) shows that there are n, E N and points y, , . . . , ynz E Y such that 
the family { O(f, y, , . . . , yn,):f ~p(~)}re~nes{U,~: f ~p(~)}.Thus, wehave: /p(f)- 
cp(g)l<1/(2m) whenever fEp(P),gEX and lf(y;)-g(y,)l<l/n, for all isnz. 
Now put 
V={gEX: max{jg(yi)-f(y,)l: i G nJ < 1/(2n,) for some f Ep(P)}. 
Then V is a neighbourhood of p(p), and because p is upper semicontinuous, there 
exists n3 E N such that p(Pln,) = V Put n = max{n,, 2n,, n3} and add arbitrary points 
Y n*+,,-.-, y,. Then we have: cp E: F(pl n; m). Indeed, suppose that f Ep(Pln) and 
g E X are such that If( yi) -g( yj)l < l/n for all i G n. Then f E V and we can find 
h E p(p) such that /h( yl) -f(yi)/ < 1/(2n,). Then we have: ]g( yi) - h( y,)/ < 
1/~+1/(2n~)~l/n*forall Ian. Hence ~~(h)-~(f~~<l/(2m) and /q(h)--(g)/< 
1/(2m), whence k(f) - p(g)/ < l/m. 
Thus, 
w f7 fi U Win; m), 
and Claim 1 is proved. 
Since q(X) c [-n, n] for any cp E F(P I n; m), all functions belonging to the left 
side are bounded. Continuity of these functions at any point of X(l) readily follows 
from X(l)- -p(B), the definition of F(u; m) and the definition of the topology of 
pointwise convergence. Continuity at the rest points of X is trivial. 
Ciaim3. F(u;m)~~foralZu~Qandm~N. 
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Let n be the length of u. Put 
S(n; m)={(y,,.. .,y,,cp)E Y”x[-n,nlX: 
IV(f)-cp(g)lW m wheneverfE p( u), g E X and 
If(yi)-g(yi)l<l/n forall isn}. 
Then F(u; m) is the image of S( u; m) under the projection of Y” x [-n, n]” to 
the second factor. Since YE p’, [-n, n]” is compact and the class ?i’ is Sk-directed, 
the product Y” x [-n, n]” is in 9. Let us check that S(u; m) is closed in this product. 
Let ( yy, . . . , y”, , cp”) be a point not in S( u; m). Then there are continuous functions 
f,~p(u) andg,E X suchthat ]fo(yy) -g,(yy)I < l/n forall is n but Iq”(fo) - cp()(g,)l> 
l/m. Then the set 
Id.hJ - cpko)l> l/m> 
is a neighbourhood of (yy, . . . , y”,, q”) disjoint with S(u; m). 
Thus,S(u;m)isclosedinY”x[-n,n]X.ItfollowsthatS(u;m)~~,andF(u;m) 
is in 9 because it is a continuous image of S(u; m). Claim 3 is proved. 
To end the proof of the theorem let us note that the closures of F(u; m) in RX 
are compact because 
F(u; m)C [-l(u), f(u)]“. 0 
Corollary 1.2. Suppose that 9 is an Sk-directed class of spaces, YE 9, X c C,( Y) 
and X(l) is u-compact. Then C:(X) E Prr8. 
Corollary 1.3. Let X be a subspace of C,( Y) such that X(” is u-compact. Then 
and 
ext( Ci(X)Ko) G ext( YKo), 
where Z(Z) and ext(2) denote respectively the Lindeliif number and the extent of a 
space Z. 
Of course, the class of all spaces Z such that I(Z”o) s r is not Sk-directed; but 
to prove Corollary 1.3 it suffices to consider the minimal Sk-directed class 9 
containing the space Y. Then 9’ is the class of all continuous images of closed 
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subspaces of products of the form Y” x K where K is compact; clearly, Z(ZHo) s 
I( Y”o) and ext(Z”0) s ext( Y”o) for all 2 E 9’,,s. 
Corollary 1.4. Let Y be a space, Xc C,(Y), YEE(A) and X”‘EE(B) for some 
subsets A and B ofP such that A x A E Z(A). Then C,b(X) is an (A, N x B)-space. 
Proof. The condition A x A E 2 (A) implies sk-directedness of the class 2 (A). There- 
fore, by Theorem 1.1, 
where F(u; m) E E(A) and the closure of F(u; m) in RX is compact for any u E Q 
and m E N. We can write C,b(X) in the form 
C;(X)= n u wyln), 
ycNxB ncN 
if we define the sets M(u), u E Q by the rule: M(u) = t!l if Z(u) s 1 and M(u) = 
F(u’,u(l)), where u’=(u(~),...,u(~(u))) if I(u)>l. Clearly, IW(U and 
the closure of M(u) in RX is compact for any u E Q. 
Let p : A + M(u) be a compact-valued upper semicontinuous mapping such that 
p(A) = M(u). For each u E Q denote K(u, V) the closure of the set p(v) = 
U {p(a): all(u) = u} in RX. The sets K(u, u) are compact because p(v) c M(u) 
and the closure of M(u) in R x is compact. Let us check that 
M(u)= U f’ K(u, &). 
Indeed, if PE M(u), then (PEP(%) for some ~,EA, and then yawn,., p(cqlk), 
whence Cp E nkEN K(u, aOIk) and (PEUa_,nkEN K(u, alk). Conversely, if cp@ 
M(u), then for any (Y E A, cp $ p(a), and there is a closed neighbourhood V of p( a) 
such that cp .G? K Upper semicontinuity of p implies the existence of k E N such that 
p(alk)c V. Then K(u, alk)c V and (o&nkEN K(u, alk) for arbitrary (Y EA. This 
means that 
cp@ u n K(u, +). 
Thus, M(u)=UaG~nktN Wu, dk) and 
c;(x)= n u ~744 ytNxBnrN 
= n u u n %+v$4 ysNxB,,tNatA kE  
which means that C:(X) is of type (A, N x B). 0 
Applying Corollary 0.4 (and taking universal E i- and EL-sets as A and B in 
Corollary 1.4), we get: 
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Corollary 1.5. L,et Y be a space and X c C,( Y). If YE KZi and X(I) E KZL, then 
Ci(X))KZI(z:, wherek=m+2ifm~nandk=n+l ifn>m. 
Similarly, applying Corollaries 0.5 and 0.6 we get: 
Corollary 1.6. Suppose that YE KxL and X is a subspace of C,,( Y) such that X(‘) 
is u-compact. Then Ci( X) is in K.Zk. 
Corollary 1.7. Suppose Y is a u-compact space, Xc C,(Y) and X(‘)E KZ!,. 7hen 
C,h(X) is in K.ZI+,. 
Finally, Lemma 0.3 and Corollary 1.4 give the following assertion. 
Corollary 1.8. IjX is a subspace of C,,( Y) and both Y and X”) are Lindelof Zspuces, 
then C:(X) is a Lindel~f~-spuce. 
A space X is called an Eberlein- Grothendieck space (shortly, an EG-space [l]), 
if it is homeomorphic to a subspace of C,( Y) for some compact (or, equivalently, 
for some cT-compact) space Y. The class of EG-spaces contains ail subspaces of 
Eberlein compacta, in particular, all metrizable spaces [I]. 
Corollary 1.9. If X is an EG-space and X”’ is u-compact, then C,h(X) is a &,-space. 
Corollary 1.10. If X is an EG-space and X (‘I is a Lindeliif Z-space, then C:(X) is 
a Lindelof Zspace. Moreover, if X”’ E K-Z!, , then C,“(X) E KJZ!,,, . 
Let us describe a simple device for constructing examples of nonmetrizable 
EG-spaces. Recall that the Alexandroff duplicate A(X) of a space X is the space 
(X x { 1)) u (X x (2)) in which all points of X x (2) are isolated and a base at a point 
(x, 1) E X x { 1) is constituted by the sets of the form U x {1,2}\{(x, 2)}, where U is 
an open neighbourhood of x in X [lo]. 
Proposition 1.11. Zf X is an EG-space, then A(X) is an EG-space. 
Proof. Suppose that Y is compact and X c C,( Y). Assign to each y E Y the function 
y^ on X such that j(x) = x(y) for all x E X. Put K = { j: y E Y}. Then K is a compact 
set of continuous functions generating the topology of X. 
Assign to each f E K a function J on A(X) defined by the rule: f(x, I) =7(x, 2) = 
f(x) and put l? = {J: f E K}. Clearly, E c C,(A(X)) and 17 is homeomorphic to 
K, hence compact. Denote for each x E X by xx the function which is equal to 1 at 
point (x, 2) and 0 at the rest points of A(X). Then the set C = {xx: x E X}u {0}, 
where 0 is the zero function on A(X), is a compact subset of C,,(A(X)). Indeed, 
any neighbourhood of 0 contains all but finitely many points of C. One readily 
checks that the set I( u C generates the topology of A(X). Therefore, A(X) imbeds 
in C,(E u C) and A(X) is an EC-space. q 
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Obviously, any subspace of an EG-space is an EG-space. Recall a construction 
of Bing [S] (see also [ 11, 5.1.221): Let X be a space and M a subset of X. Then 
X,,, is the space with the same underlying set X and the topology with open sets 
of the form U u K, where U is open in X and K c X\ M. Clearly, X, is homeomor- 
phic to the subspace (M x (1)) u ((X\M) x (2)) of A(X); in particular, if X is an 
EG-space, then X, is an EG-space. 
Corollary 1.12. Suppose that X is an EG-space, M c X and M E 2(B) for some B c P. 
Then C,“(X,) is a ({l}, B)-space. In particular, if M is u-compact, then C,b(X,) is 
a &,-space, and if M E K-IT:, then Ci(X,) is in ai+, . 
Corollary 1.13. If X is second-countable and M c X, then Ci(X,) is a Lindeliif 
E-space. 
Corollary 1.14. There exists a paracompact space Z such that C:(Z) is a K,,-space 
and the product Z x P is nonnormal. 
To see this put Z = R,, where Q is the set of rationals in R [ 141. 
Corollary 1.15. There exists a Lindelof space Z such that Z x Z is not Lindelof and 
C,“(Z) is a Lindelof z-space. 
Proof. As shown in [14], there is an M c R such that RM is Lindelof but RM x M 
is not. Put Z = RM @ M; then Z is Lindeliif and Z x Z is not. C:(Z) is a Lindelof 
z-space by Corollary 1.13. 0 
Let us note a result, the proof of which can be obtained by a simple modification 
of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let X be a uniform space. Denote U;(X) the space 
of all uniformly continuous bounded real-valued functions on X endowed with the 
topology of pointwise convergence. Note that spaces C,,(Y) are linear topological 
spaces, hence carry a natural uniform structure. 
Theorem 1.16. Let 9 be an Sk-directed class of spaces, YE 9 and let X be a uniform 
subspace of C,( Y). Then U”,(X) E prr6. 
Proof. Denote for natural n and m, 
F(n,m)={cpERX:cp(X)c[-n,n]andthereisapoint(y,,...,y,)EY” 
suchthat foranyfEX and gEX, Iq(f)-cp(g)lsl/m 
whenever If(yi)-g(yi)l<l/n for i=l,...,n). 
By the definition of the uniform structure of X, 
u;(X)= n U F(n, m). mtN ntN 
The fact that F( n, m) E 9 is proved similarly to Claim 3 in the proof of Theorem 
1.1. 0 
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It is interesting that Theorem 1.16 requires no topological restrictions on a subspace 
X of C,(Y). On the other hand, if X is compact, then obviously C,(X) = U:(X), 
so Theorem 1.16 can be considered as a generalization for Theorem 0.2 (modulo 
difference between k-directed and Sk-directed classes). 
2. Spaces C,(X) 
If we consider the spaces of all real-valued functions, the theorems of the previous 
section cannot remain true. Indeed, let X be an uncountable discrete space. Then 
X is metrizable and hence is an EG-space, and X (‘I has all possible compactness 
properties, while C,(X) = R x is not LindelBf. Thus, we have to impose some 
restrictions on the whole space X rather than on the set of its nonisolated points. 
The idea how to transfer from the set of bounded continuous functions to the 
space of all continuous functions we use below is the following. Call a set 2 an 
enuelo~e for C,(X) if C,(X) c Z c RX. Let a be the two-point compacti~cation of 
R homeomorphic to the segment 1. Then C,(X, R) is horneomorphic to C,(X, I), 
which is a closed subspace of C;(X). We have: C,(X) = Zn C,(X, J?) (we assume 
that C,,(X) and 2 are imbedded in RX together with Rx), and if 2 and C,(X, I) 
are both in a class 9 which is closed with respect to intersections (for which it 
suffices that p is closed with respect to finite products and closed subspaces), then 
C,(X) is also in 9. Thus, we have: 
Proposition 2.1. Let F be an Sk-directed class of spaces. Suppose that C,b(X) E 9 and 
there is an envelope Z for C,(X) such that Z E 9. Then C,,(X) E 9. 
Lemma 2.2, Let B be a subset of P and X E E(B). Then there is a space Z of type 
({l}, B) which is an envelopefor C,,(X). 
Proof. Let p : B -+ X be a compact-valued upper semicontinuous mapping such that 
p(B)=X. Put 
Z = {f~ Rx: for any p E B there is an n f N such thatf(p(P[n)) E [-n, n]}, 
where p(u)=U{p(p): pll(u)=u} for all Z~E Q. 
Let f: X -+ R be a continuous function and /3 E B. Then p(p) is compact, hence 
f is bounded on a neighbourhood U of p(p). By upper semicontinuity of p, there 
is an n, E N such that p(@ln,) c U. Clearly, f is bounded on p@I[n,); let QE N be 
such that S(p(pln,))c I-n,, n2]. Put n =max{n,, n2). Then p(~ln)~~(~ln,) and 
f(p(P/n))c r--n, n]. Thus, f~ Z, and we proved that C,(X) c Z. 
Now let us check that 2 c RX. Let fF Z and x E X; we are to show that f(x) E R. 
Since p(B) = X, there is a p E B such that x E p(p). By definition of 2, there exists 
anatural~suchthat~(~(~~n))~[-~, n].C onsequently,f(x) E f-n, n], andf(x) E R. 
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Finally, Z =n,,, UnaN Z(pln), where 
Z(/?ln) = {fE RX:f(p(Pi4) c E-n, nl). 
Clearly, Z(p]n) is closed in RX, hence compact, Thus, Z is a ({l}, B)-space. Cl 
Corollary 2.3. If X is a u-compact space, then there is an envelope for C,(X) which 
is a Kq6-space. 
From Corollaries 1.3 and 2.3 we get: 
Theorem 2.4. Let B be an Sk-directed class of spaces. Let YE 9’ and X be a u-compact 
subspace of C,( Y). Then C,(X) E P,+. 
Corollary 2.5. Suppose that X is a v-compact EG-space. Then C,,(X) is a l&-space. 
Recall that a a-product of a family {X, : y E r} with base point b E n {X, : y E r} 
is the subspace of the TychonofT product n {X,, : y E r) consisting of ah points x 
such that x, f b, oniy for finitely many y E f. 
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a u-product of a family {X, : y E r} of Eberlein compact spaces. 
7Ren C,(X) is a l&-space. 
Proof. A cr-product of compact spaces is cr-compact, so we are to check that X is 
an EG-space. Let, for each y E r, X, be a subspace of C,( Y,), where Y, is compact. 
Using the homogeneity of C,( Y,), we may assume that the 7th coordinate of the 
base point of the o-product coincides with the zero function on Yy. 
Let Y = {a} u IJ { Y, : y E r} be the one-point compactification of @ { Y, : y E 1-}. 
Then the mapping i:X+ C,( Y) defined by the rule: i(x){ y) = x7( y) if y E Y,, 
i(x)(~) = 0 for all x E X, is a homeomorphic imbedding of X in C,( Y). q 
Example 2.7. There is a space X which is a union of a countable family of Eberlein 
compacta such that C,(X) is not Lindeliif. 
Put X = X,u {p}, where X0 is the a-product of uncountabIy many segments [0, l] 
with zero base point and p is the point all coordinates of which are 1. Then X is 
a union of countably many Eberlein compacta (and C,(X,) is a &,-space by 
Theorem 2.6). The function f: X+ [0, l] defined by f(X,) = {0}, f(p) = 1 has the 
property that its restriction to any countable subset of X admits a continuous 
extension over X (because p is not in a closure of any countable subset of X0). 
Since the point p is not isolated in X, the function f is discontinuous. As shown in 
[3], the existence of such function implies that C,(X) is not realcompact, hence 
not Lindelof. 
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The next assertion follows from Corollaries 1.3, 2.2 and Proposition 2.1. 
Corollary 2.8. Suppose that X is a o-compact subspace of C,( Y) and Y”o is Lindeliif: 
Then C,,(X) is Lindelof 
Remark 2.9. The assumption of the Lindeliif property of Y”o in Corollary 2.8 cannot 
be weakened to the assumption that Y” is Lindelof for any n E N: Pol in [18] 
constructed (under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis) an example of a 
compact zero-dimensional space X such that Y = C,(X, (0, 1)) is Lindelijf (and Y” 
is Lindelof for any n E N), but C,(X) is not LindeIGf. Since X is zero-dimensional, 
X is homeomorphic to a subspace of C,,(Y). 
The next corollary of Lemma 2.2 was originally proved by Uspenskii; in fact, the 
proof of Lemma 2.2 is a detalization of his argument. 
Corollary 2.10. If X is a Lindeltif Z-space, then there is an envelope for C,(X) which 
is a Lindeliif E-space. 
Combining Corollaries 2.10 and 1.8 and Proposition 2.1, we get: 
Corollary 2.11. Let X and Y be Lindeliif E-spaces such that X c: C,( Y). Then C,,(X) 
is a Lindelof E-space. 
Put C,,,,(X)= C,,(X) and C,,,,, (X) = C,(C,,,(X)) for all n E N. An obvious 
induction gives the following. 
Theorem 2.12. Let X and Y be Lindel~f Z-spaces such that X c C,( Y). 7hen for any 
n E N, C,,,,(X) is a Lindeliif E-space. 
Corollary 1.4, Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.1 give the following detalization of 
Corollary 2.11. 
Theorem2.13. Let Ybeaspace,Xc C,(Y), Y~Z(A)andX~.Z(B)forsornesubsets 
A and B of P such that AX AGE(A). Then C,(X) is of type (A, N x B). 
Corollary 2.14. Suppose that X E KE k, YE K,ZA and Xc C,(Y). Then C,,(X)E 
K3:, wherek=m+2ifmmnandk=n+l tf’n>m. 
An obvious inductive argument gives the following estimate for the “projective 
complexity” of iterated function spaces. 
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Theorem 2.15. Suppose that X E K.Ek, YE Us1 and Xc C,(Y). Then C,,j(X) E 
lur::, wherek=m+2jifmmnandk=n+2j-1 ifn>m. 
Problem 2.16. Can the estimate of k in Theorem 2.15 be improved? 
3. From C,(X) to X 
In [22] a theorem which can be reformulated as follows is proved: 
Theorem 3.1. A space X is pseudocompact 12 there is a u-compact envelope for C,(X). 
The “if” part of this theorem is nontrivial, and it seems natural to try to get 
versions of this assertion for envelopes having different compactness type properties. 
To do this we will need to use the Hewitt realcompactification of a space X (see 
[ 111) which we denote by uX. 
Proposition 3.2. Assume that X = vY. If 2 is an envelope for C,,(X), then there is an 
envelope Z’ for C,(Y) which is a continuous image of Z. 
Proof. Let i : RX + R ’ be the restriction mapping. Since Y is C-embedded in X, i 
maps C,(X) onto C,(Y), whence C,(Y)= Z’= i(Z)= R y. q 
Corollary 3.3. If VX is a-compact, then there is a K-analytic envelope for C,,(X). Zf 
VXEKzi, then there is an envelope for C,(X) which is a K.E!,+,-space. 
Corollary 3.4 (Arhangei’skiI f6]). If VX is a Lindel~f E-space, then there is a Lindel~f 
E-space which is an envelope for C,(X). 
Theorem 3.5. There is a LindelGf JGspace Z which is an envelope for C,(X) $7 VX is 
a LindelGf -E-space. Moreover, ~$2 E KS if then VX E K-TEA+, . 
Proof. Let Z be a Lindeliif E-space which is an envelope for C,(X). By Corollary 
2.10, there is a Lindeliif E-space 2’ which is an envelope for C,,(Z) (if Z is in 
KE!,, then by Lemmas 2.2 and 0.6, Z’ may be chosen in KxA+,). Thus, we have: 
C,(Z) c Z’c RZ. Let us consider the restriction mapping i: Rz + Rc, where C = 
C,,(X). Of course, i(Z) need not contain all of C,(C,(X)), but i(Z’) certainly 
contains all functions on C,(X) admitting continuous extensions over 2, in par- 
ticular, all functions admitting continuous extensions over RX. 
Assign to each x E X the function T(X) on C,(X) such that r(x)(f) =f(x) for 
all f E C,(X). Clearly, for any x E X the function r(x) admits a continuous extension 
over RX. Hence r(X) c i(Z’); one can easily verify that r is a homeomorphic 
imbedding of X in RC‘. The closure of r(X) in RC‘ is homeomorphic to VX (see 
[ll, p. 2771). We are left to observe that the closure of r(X) in RC coincides with 
its closure in i(Z’). Indeed, the latter closure is Lindelof, hence realcompact; and 
there are no proper realcompact subspaces of VX containing X. 0 
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Corollary 3.6 [6]. If UC,(X) is a Lindeliif Z-space, then uX is a Lindelof Z-space. 
This follows from Theorem 3.5 and the fact that vC,(X) is an envelope for C,(X) 
t161. 
Remark 3.7. If C,,(X) is analytic, then X is a-compact [9]. However, [12] contains 
an example of a paracompact space X such that C,(X) is K-analytic, but X is 
not. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that X E KJZ:. 
Problem 3.8. Suppose that C;(X) is a LindelSf Z-space. Is it true then that the 
closure of X(l) in VX is a Lindellif E-space? 
4. Gul’ko compact spaces 
A compact space X is called Gul’ko compact if C,(X) is a Lindeliif E-space. A 
compact space X such that C,(X) is K-analytic is called Talagrand compact. Every 
Eberlein compact space is Talagrand compact; obviously, every Talagrand compact 
space is Gul’ko compact. 
Theorem 2.12 gives the following. 
Theorem 4.1. If X is a Gul’ko compact space, then all C,,,(X), n E N, are Lindeliif 
.&spaces. 
This is a positive answer to Problem 23 in [5]. 
There are Gul’ko compact spaces which are not Eberlein compact spaces [13]. 
Hence, the Lindellif Z-property of all spaces C,,(X), n E N, does not imply that 
X is Eberlein compact. This gives a negative answer to Problem 20 in [5]. 
It is interesting to compare Theorem 4.1 with theorems proved by Sokolov and 
Sipacheva: 
Theorem [21]. [f X is a Corson compact space, then all spaces C,,(X), n E N, are 
Lindelof 
Theorem [20]. Zf X is an Eberlein compact space, then every space Cp,zn-,(X), n E N, 
is a continuous image of a product of a compact space and a second-countable space. 
The next assertion follows from Corollary 2.14. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a Talagrand compact space. Then C,,,(X) E KJ5:,_, whenever 
n 32. 
It is not clear whether this estimate can be improved; it can be shown that it is 
exact for n = 2. 
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From Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 2.12 (or Theorem 0.2) we get: 
Theorem 4.3. Let X be a Gul’ko compact space and K be a compact subspace of 
C,,,(X) for some n E N. Then K is a Gul’ko compact space. 
This gives a positive answer to a part of Problem 25 in [5]. 
We can also prove the following generalization of Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that K is a compact subspace of C,( Y) and there is a LindelGf 
E-space which is an envelope for C,(Y). Then K is a Gul’ko compact space. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, VY is a Lindelijf E-space. Let i: C,( VU) + C,(Y) be the 
restriction mapping. Then the restriction of i to any set of the form i-‘(A) where 
A is a separable subset of C,(Y), is a homeomorphism onto A [16]. In particular, 
the closure of any countable subset in K’= i-‘(K) is compact, so K’ is countably 
compact. By a theorem of Baturov [7], K’ is compact. Since K’c C,(YY) and VY 
is a LindelGf .%space, K’ is a Gul’ko compact space, and so is K because K = i( K’) 
and i is one-to-one continuous. 0 
Corollary 4.5 [6]. Zf vC,(X) . 1s a Lindeliif z-space and K is a compact subspace of 
C,(Y), then K is a Gul’ko compact space. 
Now we are ready to get the assertion converse to Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.6. Zf X is compact and C,,(X) is a Lindeliif z-space for some n E N, then 
X is a Gul’ko compact space. 
Proof. Recall that for any space 2 there is a canonical closed imbedding Z c C,,(Z) 
(see [4]). By obvious induction we get a closed imbedding of Z in C,,,,,(Z). Now, 
if C,,(X) is a Lindelijf E-space and n is odd, then C,(X) is homeomorphic to a 
closed subspace of C,,(X), hence is a Lindelijf E-space, and X is Gul’ko compact. 
If n is even, then X is a compact subspace of C,,(X) and X is Gul’ko compact 
by Theorem 4.4. 0 
Summing up Theorems 4.1 and 4.6 we get: 
Theorem 4.7. Ler X be a compact space. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is a Gul’ko compact space; 
(ii) C,,(X) is a Lindeliif s-space for some n E N; 
(iii) C,,(X) is a Lindelii,f z-space for any n E N. 
Two spaces X and Y are called t*-equivalent [5], if there exist natural m and 
n such that C,,(X) is homeomorphic to C,,(Y). 
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Corollary 4.8. If X is a ~ul~ko contact space, Y is a contact space and X and Y 
are TV-equivalent, then Y is a Gul’ko compact space. 
This is a positive answer to Problem 21 in [S]. 
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